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A technique for promoting detonation transmission from a confined
tube into larger area for pulse detonation engine applications
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Abstract: A simple method of detonation transmission from a small tube to a large area is presented. This technique involves placing
obstacles which create slight blockages at the exit of the confined tube before the planar detonation emerges into the larger space,
thereby generating flow instability to promote the detonation transmission. In this experimental study two mixtures of undiluted
stoichiometric acetylene-oxygen and acetylene-nitrous oxide are examined. These mixtures can be characterized by a cellular
detonation front that is irregular and representative of those potentially used in practical aerospace applications. The blockage ratio
imposed by the obstacles is varied systematically to identify the optimal condition under which a significant reduction in critical
pressure for transmission can be obtained. A new perturbation configuration for practical use in propulsion and power systems is also
introduced and results are in good agreement with those obtained using thin needles as the blockage ratio is kept constant.
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Although no complete predictive theory has yet been
developed, the criterion for successful transmission of a
self-sustained detonation from a confined tube to an open area
is often understood from the description of the failure
mechanisms during detonation diffraction. Common
hydrocarbon mixtures in which detonations are unstable with
highly irregular cellular structures, successful transmission is
often found to originate from a localized region in the failure
wave, which is eventually amplified to sustain the detonation
propagation front in the open area. Hence, failure is invariably
linked to the suppression of instabilities at which localized
explosion centers are unable to form in the failure wave when it
has penetrated the charge axis [12, 13].
The importance of instability for detonation transmission
was demonstrated recently by a simple experiment performed
by Mehrjoo et al. [14]. This study investigates the effect of
finite perturbation generated by placing a small gauge needle
that serves as an obstacle with a small blockage ratio (BR =
0.08 defined as the cross-sectional area of the needle divided
by the inside cross-sectional area of the confined tube) at the
tube exit diameter just before the detonation diffraction, and
observing the phenomenon’s response. For special mixtures
such as highly diluted argon mixtures which are stable with
regular cellular patterns, the results using this small needle
perturbation seem to exhibit little variation in detonation

1. Introduction
Recent focus on the development of detonation-based
propulsion systems for high propulsive efficiency such as pulse
detonation engines (PDE) [1-6], has led to a renewed interest in
the problem of detonation diffraction, i.e., detonation waves
propagating from tubes of one size or geometry into another
variable cross-section [7-9], especially for the design of tube
initiator geometries, e.g., when a detonation transmits from the
small pre-detonator to the main thrust tube of the pulse
detonation engine [10]. For the successful and steady operation
of the PDE, repetitive initiation of detonation waves is required.
The pre-detonator tube diameter should be made above a
critical value known as the critical tube diameter [11], to ensure
successful initiation in the larger detonation or thrust chamber
tube and avoid detonation failure during diffraction. The
objective of this work is to investigate the effect of
hydrodynamic disturbance generated by small blockages on the
detonation diffraction problem and propose a new practical
design of the injector connecting the small tube section to a
larger area, as it can have a beneficial effect for enhancing
successful transmission of the detonation from different areas
for PDE applications to aerospace propulsion and power
systems.
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mixture sensitivity is varied. The initial pressure was
monitored by an Omega pressure transducer (0-30 psi) with an
accuracy of ± 0.25 % full scale. The lower pressure range is
also checked with a more accurate digital manometer model
HHP242-015A (0 to 15 psi) with an accuracy of ± 0.10 % full
scale. A high-voltage spark ignition source initiates a planar
Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) detonation that propagates through the
vertical steel tube and emerges into the large spherical chamber.
The procedure used to determine whether the emerging
detonation from the confined tube is successfully transmitted
into the open space is the same as described in [14-17]. Using
the time-of-arrival (TOA) measurement from the piezoelectric
shock pin (CA-1136, Dynasen Inc.) located at the bottom of the
spherical chamber, it is possible to undoubtedly distinguish
between successful detonation transmission or failure from the
significant difference in the time scale of the phenomenon. In
detail, the time of arrival of successful/unsuccessful detonation
transmission measured by the piezoelectric shock pin is
compared to the time of ignition in the vertical tube and hence,
to deduce the wave velocity. For successful transmission, the
wave velocity is typically obtained around 90% CJ detonation
velocity. While for an unsuccessful transmission, the velocity
of the diverging wave computed using the TOA signal from the
shock pin is typically below 25% of the CJ velocity value, e.g.,
see [15]. In some shots, a photo probe located at the top of the
spherical bomb (i.e., near the end of the vertical tube) is also
used to record the time of arrival of the wave and check
whether a successful detonation is first initiated in the vertical
tube from the computed wave velocity. In the present study, the
critical condition for each mixture is characterized by the
critical pressure below which the detonation fails to emerge
into the large spherical chamber.

pressure for both perturbed and unperturbed cases. This can be
attributed to the minimal effect of the perturbations on global
curvature for the emergent detonation wave. However, results
show that the small perturbation can have a significant effect in
undiluted hydrocarbon mixtures resulting in the decrease of the
critical pressure for successful detonation transmission. In
other words, the disturbance caused by the small obstacle
promotes transmission and this result supports that local
hydrodynamic instabilities are significant for detonation
diffraction in typical undiluted unstable mixtures considered
for detonation-based propulsion systems. Using different
needle arrangements at the exit of the confined tube, this study
also demonstrates that the perturbation effect is independent of
the blockage geometry, and suggests that it is only a function
of its imposed blockage area. In other words, as the blockage
ratio is kept constant, regardless of its configuration, the
resulting perturbations show an almost identical behaviour for
wave transmission in irregular mixtures whilst not affecting
regular ones.
In this study, the effect of disturbance on the critical tube
diameter problem in undiluted stoichiometric acetylene-oxygen
and acetylene-nitrous oxide mixtures are investigated. The
originality of this work is to systematically observe the effect
of different blockage ratios with BR varied from 0.05 – 0.25. It
is worth noting that the tested mixtures have a detonation
instability nature representative to those potentially used in
experimental PDE such as hydrogen or ethylene-based
mixtures. Intuitively, it is anticipated that large BR will have an
adverse effect due to excess momentum losses caused by the
blockage and reduction of the “effective” tube diameter.
Therefore, this work attempts to determine the optimal value of
which detonation transmission is favourably promoted.
Another novelty of this work is to introduce a different
practical perturbation arrangement designed in an attempt to
further promote the detonation transmission for PDE
application in aerospace propulsion and power generation.

2. Experimental setup
The experiments were carried out in a modified
high-pressure spherical explosion chamber of 20.3 cm in
diameter and 5.1 cm in wall thickness. The chamber’s body is
connected at the top to a 41.8 cm long vertical circular steel
tube, of two different test diameters D = 12.7 mm and D = 9.13
mm. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the experimental setup.
Stoichiometric
mixtures
of
acetylene-oxygen
or
acetylene-nitrous oxide prepared beforehand by the common
method of partial pressure in separate gas bottles were tested.
For each experiment, the setup was initially evacuated to
approximately 100 Pa and then filled through the valve with
mixtures at various initial test pressures po by which the

Figure 1
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Schematic of the experimental setup
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To generate small perturbations and identify the optimal BR
ratio using which detonation transmission can be promoted
from a confined tube into larger space, slender needles of
different sizes are inserted at the exit diameter of the vertical
tube to vary the blockage ratio BR from 0.05 - 0.25. In the
second part of the study, a novel perturbation configuration is
designed as shown in Fig. 2 instead of using needles as the
disturbance generator. The present “injector” is made out of
steel cylindrical rod. The design takes into account the
manufacturing challenge and durability of the obstacles. This
design retains symmetry and for the D = 12.7 mm tube, three
blockage ratios of this configuration were studied with BR =
0.095, 0.13 and 0.25. For the smaller tube diameter D = 9.13
mm, the injector with BR = 0.098 was built and tested.
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(i)

(ii)

Sample Go/No-go plots as a function of initial pressure

Figure 4 summarizes the measured critical pressure limits for
the stoichiometric C2H2/O2 and C2H2/N2O mixtures with
needle perturbation of each different tested blockage ratio BR.
A blockage ratio of zero refers to the unperturbed case. Also
shown in each plot is the curve fit obtained using least-square
regression. From the results shown in Fig. 4, it is observed that
for sufficiently small blockage ratios, the needle obstacles can
have a noticeable influence on the critical tube diameter
phenomenon by lowering the critical pressure values for
successful transmission. The maximum reduction in critical
pressure caused from the needle perturbation for both
stoichiometric C2H2/O2 and C2H2/N2O mixtures are 3 and 4
kPa, respectively (or equivalently about 18.8% and 4.8%
difference where % difference is defined by [100% − (x/y ⋅
100%)] where x and y are the lower and higher number). It is
observed that for both mixtures tested that the optimal
reduction in critical pressure locates at approximately less than
10% blockage ratio. For very large BR (BR > 0.18), excess
blockage leads to a negative effect, causing too much of a
momentum loss, consequently the emerging detonation front
will not promote the detonation transmission in the open space
and actually increases the critical pressure dramatically.
An equivalent series of experiments are then performed
using the new perturbation configuration. Figure 5 first
presents the results for the large diameter tube D = 12.7 mm
using the new “injector” configuration with BR = 0.095, 0.13
and 0.25. The plot shows the Go/No-go data and the critical
pressure limits. Once again, for each experimental condition
(i.e., mixture composition, initial pressure po and blockage
ratio), the experiment was again performed 8 times to ensure
repeatability of the results. It is found that these results are in

(iii)

Figure 2 A new perturbation configuration with D = 12.7 mm. i) BR
= 0.095; ii) 0.13; and iii) 0.25.

3. Results and discussion
For each BR ratio considered, initial pressure was
incrementally decreased until the critical value below which
the detonation wave cannot successfully transmit from the
confined circular tube to the open area in the spherical chamber
is determined. To ensure statistical convergence and
reproducibility of the results, each experiment was repeated 8
times in order to identify accurately the critical pressure value
above which successful detonation transmission can occur. In
the present analysis, the critical pressure is defined by the
upper limit boundary above which at least 75% of tests at the
same initial condition gives a successful transmission of the
detonation wave into the open space [14]. An example of one
set of experimental results is given in Fig. 3, showing the
Go/No-go plot (or successful/unsuccessful transmission) as a
function of initial pressure with BR = 8%. In these plots, the
overlap between the two symbols indicates that there is a
mixed result between the 8 experimental shots repeated at that
particular initial pressure. Such occurrence near critical
conditions can be due to inherent sources of experimental
variability and is typical for any detonation experiment. In this
study of critical tube diameter, the range of uncertainty is quite
minor compared to the measurement of critical energy for
direct initiation and detonation cell size.
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good agreement with those previously obtained with needles,
as is illustrated in Fig. 4. The optimal reduction in critical
pressure for successful transmission occurs with the blockage
ratio of 9.5% in both tested mixtures. Similarly, the maximum
decreases in critical pressure between the perturbed and
unperturbed cases are respectively 3 and 4 kPa for the
stoichiometric C2H2/O2 and C2H2/N2O mixtures. The present
result indeed confirms previous observations which postulate
that while maintaining a constant blockage ratio, the effect is
shown to be qualitatively independent of the obstacle geometry
for the typical irregular hydrocarbon mixtures, whereby all the
results with different needle(s) perturbations show similar
decrease in critical pressure for successful transmission [14].
Similarly as observed earlier, excess blockage to the flow (e.g.,
BR = 25%) results in an adverse effect, i.e., causing a
significant increase in critical pressure required for detonation
transmission.
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Figure 5 Summary of Go/No-go results for the two combustible
mixtures with different BR of the injector and D = 12.7 mm
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Figure 6 Summary of go/No-go results for the two combustible
mixtures with BR = 9.8% and D = 9.13 mm

Figure 4 The effect of blockage ratio on the critical pressure for
successful transmission.
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The last set of experiments was performed for the smaller
tube diameter D = 9.13 mm using the same type of injector
configuration. The significant decrease in critical pressures can
also be observed but more clearly for this smaller tube diameter
with BR = 9.8% as shown in Fig. 6, with a maximum reduction
of 6 and 12 kPa (equivalently a difference of 28.6% and 9.8%),
respectively for the stoichiometric C2H2/O2 and C2H2/N2O
mixtures.

[6]

[7]

4. Conclusion
[8]

In this study, the effect of small perturbations with varying
blockage ratio on the critical tube diameter problem are
investigated in two unstable mixtures, typically with irregular
cellular pattern as found in most hydrocarbon mixtures.
Perturbations were introduced using both needle insertion at
the exit of the tube before the gaseous detonation emerged into
the free unconfined space and as “injectors” machined from
steel rod. In all cases, it is found that the optimal blockage ratio
is approximately 8 to 10%. Furthermore, the results agree with
previous studies that demonstrate the effects of maintaining a
constant blockage ratio. Moreover, the effect is shown
essentially to be independent of the obstacle (or perturbation)
geometry for the irregular mixtures where all the results show
similar decrease (or increase with excess blockage) in critical
pressure for successful transmission. These results can provide
useful insight for practical application to the design of pulse
detonation engines for aerospace propulsion and power
systems.
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